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+ Money is good.

+ Money brings out the very best in me.

+ I always have more than enough to fulfill all my needs.

+ Money comes to me easily and effortlessly.

+ Money flows to me in expected and unexpected ways.

+ I now release any and all negative beliefs about money.

+ I now release any and all negative energy around money.

+ I now release any and all experiences that caused fear and 

doubt around money and abundance.

+ I now choose wealth and abundance.

+ I now release all the limitations I’ve placed on myself to attract 

and create wealth.

+ I now attract everything I need to create wealth and abundance 

in my life.

+ I now fully accept the responsibility to handle wealth and abun-

dance.

+ I now allow myself to live in wealth and luxury
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+ I Am aligned with the energy of abundance.

+ I Am worthy and deserving of wealth and abundance.

+ I Am open and receptive to massive wealth and abundance.

+ I Am a magnet for money

+ I Am the master of my own financial destiny

+ I Am at peace with with having an abundance of money

+ I Am aligned to new sources of income

+ I Am so happy and grateful now that I have __your financial 

goaL__ in my life

+ Prosperity is drawn to me effortlessly.

+ Money is an amazing tool that expands and enriches my life expe-

rience.

+ The entire universe now conspires to bring wealth and abundance 

into my life.

+ Everything I need for phenomenal wealth and prosperity is with 

me and within me right now.

+ Truly wealthy people are good and make the world a better 

place.
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+ God wants me to be rich and I am entitled to everything in the 

universe.

+ God’s wealth circulates in my life and flows to me in avalanch-

es of abundance. All my hopes, goals, dreams and desires are met 

instantaneously by infinite intelligence.

+ Money always flows to me through the path of least resistance.

+ Attracting and creating financial abundance is fun and easy

+ Having a lot of money makes me feel good.

+ It is on its way now.
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